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During solar eclipses the sunlit tops of cloud layers and arctic sea ice near the umbra appear salmon–brown when
viewed from airplanes or satellites. Under these conditions, the clouds and atmosphere are illuminated by light
restricted to the solar limb, which has effective radiating temperatures as low as 4000 K. The resulting limb red-
dening largely accounts for the color. A second-order scattering model is used to simulate the color of photographs
of cloud tops taken from a flight during the 21 August 2017 eclipse and MODIS Aqua and Terra satellite “true
color” images during the 2 July 2019 eclipse. These observed color changes provide data that has potential value in
determining the vertical temperature profile of the solar photosphere. ©2020Optical Society of America

https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.396964

1. INTRODUCTION

One striking atmospheric optical phenomenon seen during
total solar eclipses is the reddening of the near-horizon sky,
which assumes a color sequence similar to sunrise or sunset even
when the eclipsed sun is well above the horizon. The phenome-
non is well understood and has been modeled with fidelity to
the observations [1–5]. It results in good part because during
eclipses light must pass through a greater mean optical thickness
of air and aerosol particles to reach an observer in the umbra
than to reach an observer in noneclipse conditions, and hence
suffers greater than normal loss from Rayleigh and Lorentz–Mie
preferential scattering of shorter wavelengths of light.

Many atmospheric optical phenomena are more pronounced
and less obscured when viewed from a great height, as from a
jet plane, and may also take exaggerated forms [6]. The high
vantage point of jets also makes it possible to see the Moon’s
shadow moving across the earth or clouds below during total
solar eclipses. For these reasons, and to ensure a view of the
eclipsed sun unobstructed by clouds, Alaska Airlines Great
American Eclipse Flight #9671 was dedicated to observing the
21 August 2017 total solar eclipse.

In the minutes before entering the umbra, the top of the cloud
layer a few degrees below the horizon assumed a pronounced,
lurid orange–brown color, shown in Fig. 1. This observation was
first documented by the author [7].

What made the salmon–brown cloud color of Fig. 1 more
striking and perplexing was the contrast with sky color. Even
within the umbra [Fig. 2] sky color graded from a dark deep blue
aloft to a bright off-white with only a faint orange hue just above
the horizon. The less pronounced reddening of the near-horizon
sky than that seen during numerous other eclipses was due to the
relatively 1) narrow umbra (87 km), 2) high cloud top, and 3)
high sun, with solar zenith angle, φSUN = 65.5◦.

Photographs, images, and videos showing similar salmon–
brown-colored cloud tops or reddened surface features such as
arctic sea ice just outside the umbras of several recent eclipses
have been taken from jets near the tropopause [8–11], satel-
lites, and near the surface. The photograph by Eric Adams
[12] taken from a drone over Cerro Tololo Inter-American
Observatory (lat, lon=−30.04◦, −71.30◦) at 2039 UTC
with φSUN = 75.5◦ shows the salmon color of the top of the
stratocumulus deck near the horizon at the edge of the umbra of
the 2 July 2019 total solar eclipse.

As an anthropological note, we hypothesize that such redden-
ing may have augmented primitive fears regarding total solar
eclipses. The apparent “eating” of the sun and darkening was
the primary cause of fear, but the attendant reddening adds a
haunting, end-of-world quality to it.

The principal cause of the reddening of sunlit cloud tops and
surface features just outside the umbras of total solar eclipses is
linked to the color of sunlight that reaches Earth at that time,
when only a sliver of the Sun’s limb is not blocked by the Moon.

Sunlight reaching the Earth from the solar limb is described
by the well-known phenomenon of limb darkening [13–15],
shown in the photograph of the 05–06 June 2012 Transit of
Venus (Fig. 3). To reach Earth, such light must take an oblique
path through the solar photosphere and hence originates up to
about 300 km higher than light reaching Earth from the solar
midpoint. Given the temperature gradient in the photosphere
the Sun’s effective radiating temperature, TSUN, decreases
outward from over 6000 K at the solar midpoint to values in
the range of 4000 K to 4500 K at the limb, near the base of the
chromosphere.

Models must properly include lower solar radiating tem-
peratures due to limb darkening to correctly simulate solar
luminance [16,17] and sky and cloud colors during solar
eclipses, and to account for other features of stellar structure.
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Fig. 1. Salmon–brown-colored top of cloud deck at the sunward
edge of the penumbra at 1700 UTC 21 August 2017 facing east.

Fig. 2. Edge of the umbra of 21 August 2017 eclipse at 1701 UTC.
The umbra was too narrow and the Sun too high to produce significant
reddening of the near horizon sky.

Fig. 3. Limb darkening and reddening during the 2012 tran-
sit of Venus with sunspots and granulation visible. NASA Image
HMIintensity_WholeSun_2k_20120605T222847.

For example, limb darkening is used to determine stellar diam-
eters by combining center to limb darkening profiles with
interferometer measurements of the light from stars [18].

The degree of limb darkening, which was first measured in
the late 1800s [19], is wavelength dependent, with peaks around
various absorption and emission lines in the ultraviolet and
infrared. However, in the visible light range, the gradient of limb
darkening decreases monotonically with wavelength in such a
way that closely matches changes of Planck radiation resulting
from lower limb temperatures [19,20]. In turn, this implies that
limb darkening may also be called “limb reddening,” a term
coined by Lites [21], and therefore that the sunlight just outside
the umbra of solar eclipses is not only dimmer but redder than
normal. Limb reddening is clearly seen in Fig. 3.

The purpose of this paper is to document, explain, and sim-
ulate the salmon–brown color of the cloud tops and reddening
of surface features observed near the umbras of solar eclipses.
We first present and discuss the data from sources consisting
of images and meteorological parameters obtained from satel-
lites, soundings, and models. The second-order scattering
model that includes solar limb reddening is described, and
the simulated color and light features are then presented and
discussed.

2. SATELLITE IMAGERY AND
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

Photographs and videos provide dramatic documentation
of the reddening of the near horizon sky, clouds, and surface
features in and near the umbra of solar eclipses, while satel-
lite images provide quantitative data and cover much greater
areas. For example, the NOAA GOES West infrared satellite
image at 1700 UTC 21 August 2017 (Fig. 4) shows a band of
midlevel clouds with cloud top temperature≈−3◦C at the time
and place Flight #9671 entered the umbra (44◦N, 141◦W).
NOAA Atmospheric Research Labs (ARL) GDAS1 sound-
ings for 1800 UTC were consistent with a cloud top pressure,
pCLD ≈ 600 hPa.

MODIS Terra and Aqua polar orbiting satellites, which
scan with small angles around the nadir, provide not only “true
color” visible images but more detailed and higher-resolution
quantitative data of many parameters, albeit with incomplete

Fig. 4. GOES-West Infrared Image at 1700 UTC 21 August 2017
with the eclipse track (dashed double line) and its intersection with the
outbound flight track (dotted line).
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coverage. Images and data are available at https://worldview.
earthdata.nasa.gov/. The Terra and Aqua satellites make diurnal
overpasses around 1000 and 1400 local time, respectively. Each
of these satellites has a different orbit, which increases total
coverage but makes it unlikely for both satellites to see the same
small-scale and transient phenomena.

The MODIS Terra Image at 2105 UTC 21 August 2017
shows the cloud band 4 h after Fig. 1. Cloud top temperature
ranged from≈5◦C at the cloud band’s eastern edge to≈−18◦C
100 km further west, bracketing the cloud top temperature of
Fig. 4 when the flight entered the umbra.

MODIS satellites measure the vertically integrated aerosol
optical thickness, τAER, and the aerosol index. τAER is measured
only where there are no clouds. Coverage is spotty, and the verti-
cal structure of aerosol concentration can be determined only if
an elevated plume casts a shadow. The aerosol indices over larger
regions of the Pacific Ocean near the umbras of the eclipses of
21 August 2017 and 2 July 2019 had values near 0 that are
typical of marine aerosols.

In clean air (τAER� 1) MODIS “true color” images are
designed to show how the surface and cloud tops would appear
to observers standing or flying immediately overhead. The
images are processed with an algorithm that removes the effects
of Rayleigh scattering between the surface or cloud top and the
satellite [22]. Scattering and absorption due to aerosol particles
are retained so that smoke plumes and haze stand out by coloring
or obscuring surface features in MODIS images.

When there are no elevated haze layers or smoke plumes,
cloud tops, sun glint, snow, and ice appear white in almost all
MODIS images. In clean air it is only near the umbras of solar
eclipses that MODIS images show tan sun glint and tan or
brown cloud tops (Fig. 5), and reddened surface features such as
sea ice (Fig. 6). In general, the closer to the umbra and the lower
the surface, the deeper the red or brown tint.

The height dependence of cloud-top color is illustrated by
the 26 December 2019 Aqua image of Typhoon Phanfone in
the penumbra of the annular eclipse at 0600 UTC in Fig. 5(b).
The low-level clouds on the periphery of the typhoon are deeper
brown than the higher central dense overcast and spiral bands.
Given that the cloud tops of the central dense overcast extended
above the top of the sounding at 100 hPa (≈17000 m) with the
sun high in the sky (34◦ ≤ φSUN ≤ 50◦), scattering losses in
the atmosphere were so small that the tan color could be caused
only by limb reddening. In Fig. 5(c) the Terra image of Typhoon
Phanfone 3 h before the eclipse at 0255 UTC shows that all
cloud tops were white.

The impact of the proximity to the umbra on the color and
brightness of sea ice for the 20 March 2015 eclipse is shown in
Fig. 6. This image was taken roughly 13 min after the end of
totality, and the umbra had moved off to the upper right of the
image, where the sea ice and clouds appeared both reddest and
darkest.

The proximity to the umbra also leads to deeper salmon–
brown cloud tops, as indicated by images of both high clouds
for the 21 August 2017 eclipse and low clouds for the 2 July
2019 eclipse. The color of the cirrostratus cloud tops in the
Terra image of 1745 UTC 21 August 2017 (Fig. 7) graded from
near white over Lake Superior to tan farther west over Nebraska
and closer to the umbra. The cloud top pressure of 200 hPa, as

Fig. 5. (a) Tan-colored sun glint north of W. Australia in the
MODIS Aqua “true color” image at 0600 UTC during the eclipse of
26 December 2019. (b) MODIS Aqua image of Typhoon Phanfone
during, and (c) MODIS Terra image 3 h before, the eclipse.

Fig. 6. MODIS Terra Image, 1040 UTC 20 March 2015 of red-
dened Arctic Ocean sea ice and clouds 13 min after totality. The yellow
rectangle in the inset map shows the area of the image.

indicated by the NOAA ARL GDAS1 soundings, was almost
constant, and the MODIS derived cloud optical thickness was
also constant. At the same time, the surface features over SE
Utah and NE Arizona at the bottom left of the image were much
deeper red than for noneclipse times.

In the MODIS Aqua image of 2 July 2019 (Fig. 8), the strato-
cumulus cloud tops over the subtropical Pacific Ocean west of
South America appeared normally white in the overpass at 1820
UTC prior to the eclipse on the eastern side of Fig. 8, but had
a brown hue that deepened toward the umbra where sunlight
was confined to the narrowing sliver of the solar limb during the
eclipse at 1955 UTC when φSUN ≈ 45◦. Cloud top pressure was
an almost constant 900 hPa throughout the entire region east
and south of the umbra as indicated by NOAA ARL GDAS1
soundings.

https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/
https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/
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Fig. 7. Terra Image of 1745 UTC 21 August 2017 of cirrostratus
cloud top grading from near white over Lake Superior at upper right
to deep tan over Nebraska closer to the umbra (blue region). The land
surface over SE Utah and NE Arizona at lower left is much deeper red
than normal.

Fig. 8. MODIS Aqua composite image showing stratocumulus
cloud tops brown in the penumbra at 1955 UTC 2 July 2019 over the
subtropical Pacific Ocean west of South America that contrast with the
normally white tops shown in the 1820 UTC satellite pass (at right)
over South America before totality.

Measuring the color gradient of the cloud tops with distance
from the umbra holds potential value for solving an inverse
problem, the vertical temperature gradient in the solar pho-
tosphere. Quantitative data from the visible light and short
infrared channels of the MODIS satellites are amenable to such
analyses.

3. MODEL

The model used here represents an extension of a model used
to simulate sky colors during normal and eclipse conditions
[4]. Sunlight at 61 uniformly spaced visible wavelengths from
0.4 µm≤ λ≤ 0.7 µm is depleted by absorption in the strato-
sphere in the Chappuis Bands of ozone and attenuated by
scattering in its passage through the atmosphere. Model sky-
light consists of single scattered sunlight that suffers loss from a
second scattering on its path through the atmosphere. Neglect

Fig. 9. Three simulated components of light reaching an elevated
observer: A) sunlight reflected from the cloud, B) skylight reflected
from the cloud, and C) skylight between cloud and observer. The black
region represents the umbra.

of the typically small contributions of higher-order scattering
to skylight causes a blue bias that is small in most cases but pro-
duces enormous time savings for model runs, which take only
seconds. The model includes Earth’s curvature, but since it is
only two-dimensional, results are confined to the vertical plane
that includes the Sun and the observer.

The simulated illumination and color of a cloud top or sur-
face feature seen by an observer includes three components,
illustrated in Fig. 9. Component A, direct sunlight reflected
from the cloud top, has a red tint as a result of the long passage
of sunlight through the atmosphere to cloud top and then con-
tinues as reflected light to the observer. Component B, skylight
reflected from the cloud top, grades from pale blue directly
below the observer to pink near the horizon. Component C,
skylight between the cloud and the observer, is bluest because it
consists of scattered sunlight and suffers the least depletion by a
second scattering.

The relative magnitudes of the components depend on the
proximity to the umbra. Reflected sunlight (component A)
dominates, except in or at the edge of the umbra, where distant
skylight (component B) dominates because there is little or no
sunlight and no scattered light in the umbra between the cloud
and the observer. As a result, the cloud within the umbra tends
to appear dark gray and not salmon–brown, as is seen in Fig. 2.

The model’s free parameters include black body temperature
of the Sun’s limb, TSUN, solar zenith angle, φSUN, observ-
ing zenith angle, φOBS, pressure of the cloud top, pCLD, and
observer, pJET, height of the edge of the umbra above the
observer, hUMB, cloud albedo, AlbCLD, ozone content, and
atmospheric turbidity, β, defined as the ratio of the optical
thicknesses of the turbid to the molecular atmosphere. All sim-
ulations presented in the next section used 300 Dobson units
of ozone. Rayleigh scattering by air molecules is assumed pro-
portional to λ−4. Lorentz–Mie scattering by aerosols is assumed
proportional to λα , where we used the mean observed value of
the Ångström exponent, α =−1 [4,23]. Scattering by such
aerosols deepens reddening of cloud tops and surface features
because it varies inversely with wavelength.

4. SIMULATIONS

We now simulate the apparent color of sunlit cloud tops for the
eclipses of 21 August 2017 and 2 July 2019. The salmon–brown
color of cloud tops and reddening of surface features in the “true
color” satellite images and photographs that deepen near the
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Fig. 10. Panels of simulated sky color and brightness profiles for
54◦ < φOBS < 92.1◦ for three pairs of situations matching flight
conditions for the 21 August 2017 eclipse. The left member of
each pair shows the sky for TSUN = 5800 K, the right member, for
TSUN = 4400 K. The left pair is for noneclipse conditions, the central
and right pairs are for the near and far edges of the umbra. Brightness of
each panel is independent.

umbras in eclipses suggest that the effective radiating temper-
ature of the solar limb, TSUN, is the critical parameter, and the
simulations confirm this.

In general, the lower the Sun’s effective radiating temper-
ature and the longer the optical path light must take through
the atmosphere to reach the observer the redder the sky, cloud
top, and surface will appear. The reddest cloud tops and surface
features therefore occur 1) nearest the horizon, 2) nearest the
umbra, 3) when the sun is lowest in the sky, 4) when the cloud
top is lowest in the troposphere, and 5) when viewed from a
great height above cloud top or surface.

The model is first used to simulate sky color from the horizon
to the zenith. Figure 10 displays the results of six simulations
of sky color and relative brightness for the conditions of Flight
#9671 into the 21 August 2017 eclipse, namely, from the visible
horizon at φOBS = 92.1◦ up to φOBS = 54◦, for φSUN = 65.5◦,
pCLD = 600 hPa, pJET = 250 hPa (respectively, about 4000 m
and 11,000 m above mean sea level), and β = 1.0. At that time,
umbral width was 87 km.

Figure 10 contains three pairs of panels of simulated sky
brightness. Each pair compares the sky with TSUN = 5800 K to
that with TSUN = 4400 K. The left pair represents noneclipse
conditions. The center and right pairs show the sky at sunward
and opposite edges of the umbra, respectively. Sky brightness
is relative within each panel. If an absolute brightness scale
were used, panels with TSUN = 4400 K would be much darker
than panels with TSUN = 5800 K, and panels for the normal
conditions would be much brighter than those for eclipse
conditions.

For noneclipse conditions with TSUN = 5800 K color grades
from near white at the horizon to a blue that deepens toward the
zenith. But when TSUN = 4400 K, the sky under noneclipse

Fig. 11. (a) Chromaticity diagram showing simulated sky color
from horizon to zenith (string of circles) and contributions A, B,
and C (described in the text) for apparent cloud top color (labeled
Cloud) for conditions of Fig. 1, assuming β = 1.0, AlbCLD = 0.7, and
hUMB =−10 km. (b) Spectra of relative radiance of contributions,
A, B, and C.

conditions would appear pale orange at the horizon and grade
to pale blue above. For eclipse conditions, the sky just above
the horizon is redder and deepest red when viewed from the far
side of the umbra, as is observed, because much light originates
further from the sunward umbra edge. However, comparing the
central panels of Fig. 10 to Fig. 1 shows that the simulated skies
are somewhat too red just above the horizon, because the model
extinguishes skylight that is scattered more than once.

The model is next used to simulate cloud-top color during
eclipse conditions. Even under noneclipse conditions distant
sunlit clouds appear pink because reflected sunlight (compo-
nent A) dominates at all times. During eclipses distant sunlit
clouds appear redder largely because of limb reddening. The
relative magnitude of distant skylight (component B) is larger
but remains small during eclipses because solar illumination and
sky brightness increase with distance from the umbra. For the
same reason, interposing skylight between cloud and observer
(component C) is less than normal because it is closer to the
umbra.

Figure 11(a) shows the simulated chromaticity of sky
color from horizon to zenith (small circles) and cloud top
color for conditions near the sunward edge of the umbra
(hUMB =−10000 m) during Flight #9671 into the 21
August 2017 eclipse for an observer facing 5◦ below hori-
zontal (φOBS = 95◦) for β = 1.0, cloud albedo, AlbCLD = 0.7,
and TSUN = 4400 K. Components B and C both contribute
blue light but the orange sunlight reflected from the cloud
(component A) dominates and causes the salmon–brown color.
For optically thin clouds (AlbCLD ≤ 0.25) much less sunlight
is reflected, so component C dominates and cloud color is not
salmon.

Figure 11(b) shows spectra of the relative magnitudes of the
three components for AlbCLD = 0.7. Sunlight reflected from
the cloud (A) is the major component of light reaching the
observer at all values of TSUN. The model overestimates the
contribution of skylight reflected from the cloud (B) because it is
two-dimensional and skylight directly facing the Sun originates
on average further from the umbra than skylight originating at
other azimuth angles. This gives the simulated cloud colors for
the sunward side of the penumbra a small blue bias.

Most of the simulations presented in this section were run
for a molecular atmosphere (τAER = 0, β = 1.0), because
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Fig. 12. Simulated cloud-top color as a function of TSUN at the sun-
ward edge of the umbra for conditions of Fig. 1 with φOBS = 95◦, for
atmospheric turbidity, β = 1.0, and β = 2.0 (τAER ≈ 0.06).

effective values of τAER for the two eclipses above cloud tops
were quite small. MODIS measured values ranged from
0.040< τAER < 0.045 near the umbra edge of Flight #9671
on 21 August 2017 and 0.001< τAER < 0.060 near the umbra
of the 2 July 2019 eclipse. Although elevated aerosol layers do
occur, the typical vertical aerosol profile has a maximum at the
surface and a scale height of 2.5 km. Therefore, most of the
aerosols were likely confined below the cloud top so that for
these eclipses τAER < 0.01 or, β < 1.1 above the cloud top.
Furthermore, the small measured aerosol indices indicated
typical marine aerosols (Ångström exponent, α ≈ − 1.1 [23]),
which would add only minor additional reddening. However,
to show the potential reddening that aerosols can produce when
atmospheric turbidity is significant, simulated cloud colors were
calculated for β = 2.0 and compared to colors for β = 1.0 in
Fig. 12.

Figure 12 shows the dependence of cloud-top color just inside
the umbra of Flight #9671 on the temperature of the solar limb
for β = 1.0 and β = 2.0. In a molecular atmosphere (β = 1.0)
the color grades from pale blue for TSUN = 6000 K to salmon–
orange when TSUN = 4000 K and cloud tops are orange for
solar limb temperatures, TSUN ≤ 5000 K. In the turbid atmos-
phere (β = 2.0) the cloud top appears deeper orange at all values
of TSUN and is yellow for TSUN = 6000 K.

Cloud-top color was also simulated as a function of TSUN for
β = 1 and conditions shown by the Aqua satellite at 1955
UTC of the eclipse of 2 July 2019 (Fig. 13). At the time
of the image, φSUN = 45◦ and stratocumulus clouds with
pCLD ≈ 900 hPa covered a wide area of the subtropical eastern
South Pacific. This simulation places the observer at the cloud
top, pOBS = 900 hPA, making results independent of φOBS,
because the MODIS “true color” images filter out Rayleigh
scattering between the surface or cloud top and the satellite.

The simulated cloud-top colors range from turquoise at
TSUN = 6000 K to orange at TSUN ≤ 4800 K. Given that
pCLD = 900 hPA was constant and aerosol content was low over
the entire region, as is typical in the descending air of the South
Hemisphere Subtropical Pacific High, the color gradient in
the Aqua image must be attributed almost entirely to the lower
effective values of TSUN in the outer fringes of the exposed solar
limb approaching the umbra.

Fig. 13. Simulated Aqua image of cloud-top color as a function of
TSUN in the penumbra for conditions at 1955 UTC 2 July 2019.

5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This paper was inspired by the observation of a striking, dull
salmon–orange color of the top of a sunlit cloud layer near
the umbra of the eclipse of 21 August 2017 seen from Alaska
Airlines Great American Eclipse Flight #9671.

Similar reddening of cloud tops and surface features is docu-
mented by photographs and satellite images, in particular of the
MODIS Terra and Aqua satellites, which have three channels
in the visible. Cloud tops appear as a salmon–orange color in
photographs and as a brown color that darkens and deepens
in tone toward the umbra in the MODIS images, where light
comes from a thinner outer sliver of the solar limb.

During solar eclipses the light reaching the edge of the umbra
derives entirely from a sliver of the solar limb. The oblique path
that sunlight must take through the limb to reach Earth means
that light arrives from near the top of the photosphere, where
temperatures are as low as 4000 K. This leads to the well-known
phenomenon of limb darkening, which can also be called limb
reddening. The cooler, redder sunlight from the limb reddens
the sky and any illuminated object such as cloud tops and surface
features.

The reddening was simulated using a double scattering
model. Model runs showed that the primary factor is the lower
effective radiating temperature of the solar limb, which becomes
marked in a molecular atmosphere for effective solar radiating
temperatures below about 5000 K and for higher temperatures
when aerosols are included. A secondary but still important
factor is that skylight during the eclipse increases outward from
the umbra so that any light reaching an observer in or near the
umbra must pass through a greater optical thickness of air than
normal, so that it is reddened by scattering losses that are largest
at small wavelengths.

The model has several limitations. All light reaching the
observer is single scattered or reflected light that is depleted
by scattering on its path to the observer. This produces a small
red bias. The calculated radiance of skylight reflected from the
cloud is based on a cylindrical model of the earth that in eclipse
conditions represents an overestimate. This produces a small
blue bias. Including aerosols reddened the apparent cloud-top
color.

In ancient times eclipses inspired awe and fear. This was
certainly due to the apparent “eating” of the Sun and the turning
of day into night. But the reddening or browning adds a weird
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tone to the sky and landscape that may have increased any sense
of discomfort. Even today, eclipses continue to inspire and
provide information not otherwise easily available. For example,
the progressive reddening of cloud tops toward the umbra has
potential value in determining the vertical temperature profile
of the photosphere.
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